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What Goes In, Comes Out

BLADE ROOT BUSHING
TECHNOLOGY
For wind turbine blades, generally two main root connection types exist to connect the rotor blade to the hub
of the turbine: the T-bolt connection or bushing technology. Where for small size rotor blades both connection
types are frequently used, for the large multi-megawatt turbines the bushing connection technology is
becoming very interesting because of the potential to have longer blades with smaller roots.

Fig. 1 • Cross section of the assembled We4Ce bushing solution, post inspection after test

In this article, the bushing connection is discussed. The

of drilling and applying a bonding paste between the

article points out the two different principles and the

steel insert and the composite part. In the early days

development steps of the We4Ce bushing. Further it

of the wind industry this type was referred to as the

clarifies the aspects that need to be considered to have

‘carrot’ solution.

a successful connection type in the future.
The Bushing Replaces the T-bolt
We4Ce is a provider of blade root bushing technology.
The development of the We4Ce bushing solution
started in 2008. It was designed in such a way that the
laminate thickness of a traditional T-bolt connection
could be replaced one to one by the subcomponents of
the bushing solution. Since the strength of the bushing
does not depend on the strength of the laminate net
area like in a T-bolt connection, the design that uses
bushings is able to contain approximately 35% more
bolts with the same geometry. This leads to a high root
strength and substantially longer blades for more
energy capture. It also limits the root geometry, which has
a positive effect on the rotor blade transportation costs.

Fig. 2 • 180 degrees 2.8m pitch circle diameter for 3.XMW,
with We4Ce bushings

The second method is where the connection between the
bushing and composite is made during the resin infusion

Fundamental Bushing Concepts

process and where the strength is determined by the

Within bushings, different fundamental concepts exist.

strength between the bushing and prefabricated elements

These are related to the failure mode. A first concept

being positioned adjacent to the bushing. An example

is the bushing that is bonded with the blade by means

of this connection type is the ‘dog bone’ solution.
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Panel Full ID

Description

Characteristic
strength [%]

S1C

W4C-S1C Roving to UD bar We4Ce

S3

W4C-S3

S4

W4C-S4

100

Roving to Biax side of root
laminate package

132

Roving to UD side of root
laminate package

101

S6

W4C-S6

Prefab Biax to Biax

217

S8

W4C-S8

Prefab UDbar We4Ce to Biax

195

S7

W4C-S7

Biax side of root laminate
package to UD pultruded
(Supplier 1)

156

S1A

W4C-S1A Roving to UD bar pultruded
(Supplier 1)

84

S1B

W4C-S1B Roving to UD bar pultruded
(Supplier 2)

98

Tabel 1 • Interface shear test results for different interfaces

Fig. 3 • Pre-assembled root ring with We4Ce bushings

A third method is also based on the resin infusion process;

get’ is not always true. If materials are selected differently

however, the load transfer from the blade to the steel

from the specs, if a nonproper vacuum tightness is

bolts is achieved by the majority of the inner and outer

applicable, or different assembly tolerances are used,

laminate. The We4Ce bushing is based on this

then the end user might not visually notice.To guarantee

methodology.

that the design lifetime is controlled, the end qualification
is to be made by means of a more thorough and in-depth

The Design of the We4Ce Bushing Connection

inspection of the materials and processing applied at the

A typical cross section of the We4Ce bushing solution

manufacturer. For the bushing ‘what goes in comes out’

is shown in Figure 1.

counts.

From bottom to top (Figure 1), the bushing solution

The Strongest Interface

consists of the first part of the root laminate package,

Together with TNO Structural Dynamics in Delft, the

followed by the bushing assembly and ending with the

Netherlands, We4Ce has performed double lap shear

second part of the root laminate package. The bushing

tests for different glass epoxy material combinations used

assembly consists of a steel bushing with glass fibre

in the bushing solution. The tests were witnessed by the

reinforcement (rovings) wrapped around it, core wedges

certification bodyTÜV Rheinland and were based on the

and composite prefabricated unidirectional (UD) bars

ASTM D3528- 96 standard. The tests were performed

between the bushings. The root laminate package is a

under the RVO Dutch funding scheme referred to as

triaxial glass fibre layered fabric .

‘PMRB within HER ’(HERnieuwbare energy). PMRB
stands for Prefab Modular Root Bushing.

What You See Is What You Get
For the T-bolt connection, ‘what you see is what you get’

Table 1 shows the interface strength results. The yellow

generally counts. In other words, the level of quality and

marked interfaces are the ones applicable for the

strength is secured by means of the mechanical locking

We4Ce bushing.

part of the cylindrical nut and by the crosssectional
strength of the laminate net area between the cylindrical

The interface between the roving and the UD bar gives

nuts. Proper flatness is required to avoid bolt failure.

the lowest result. Hence the connection between bushing

If the T-bolt connection is produced well, the end user

reinforcement (wrapped roving) and UD bar is the

will witness this instantaneously.

weakest link. Compared with the use of pultrusion for

For the bushing connection, although 35% more strength

the UD bar, the We4Ce UD bar showed significantly

can be reached, the statement ‘what you see is what you

higher strength results.
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High Level Intermediate Tests

Manufacturing effects by means of tests and

Of all the interfaces, the weakest link in terms of shear

analytically are considered in the material knockdown

strength is between the roving and the UD bars. The UD

factors to reach the final engineering values. Clear

bars need to be selected carefully.

specifications for construction compatibility on the shop
floor and tolerance constraints can be given, leading to a

The ultimate and fatigue load level of the bushing

uniform working method. Confirmation of the engineering

assembly is determined by the highest load-to-strength

properties is finalised with a confirmation statement

ratio of each of the components and interfaces. Multiple

received from TÜV Nord for the M36 and TÜV Rheinland

full-scale coupon tests for M20-M30-M36 have been

for the M20 and M30.

performed to empirically determine the ultimate and
fatigue load levels. Post inspection showed the failure

Lifetime Extension

mode. Based on tests starting from 1,000 cycles up to

A logarithmic relation exists between strength and

10 million cycles, several Goodman diagrams for fatigue

lifetime. The fatigue design curve of a bushing has a

were created, including the load range as well as the

smooth ‘strength vs number of fatigue cycles’ relation.

mean level.
A small difference in strength leads to a big difference
Certification

in lifetime. For example, a 10% strength difference gives

With the interface tests and intermediate load level tests

a lifetime difference of a factor of 2.

up to 10 million cycles, We4Ce has reached certification
according to the GL 2010 Guideline, the DNVGL-ST-0376

A small reduction in the strength can therefore lead to

Standard (edition 2015) and the IEC 61400-5:2020 Standard.

a big impact in the lifetime.This also counts the other way
around - a small improvement in strength leads to a

Certification of the We4Ce bushing assembly is reached

lifetime extension and with that a lowering in the cost

empirically and on a unit load level for the complete

of ownership.

bushing assembly situation. As a result, the solution is
used extensively for different sizes of circular wind turbine

Within the Modular Adaptive Root Solution programme,

roots as well as in several projects where non-circular

We4Ce is aiming for lifetime extension with controlled

geometries are required. Examples are partial-span

improvement steps in the bushing assembly.

pitch rotor blades and the rotor arms of vertical axis
wind turbines. Depending on the size, the certification
covers the first 500-1,500mm of length.
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By Edo Kuipers, We4Ce, the Netherlands, March/April 2021
Edo Kuipers is Engineering Manager and co-owner of We4Ce. In total he has
23 years of experience in rotor blade design. His experience runs from 900kW
to 14MW for two-bladed as well as threebladed turbines. For the ABIBA project,
Edo supported FlowChange technically.
Edo has a Bachelor of Engineering degree in Aeronautical Engineering from the
Netherlands. | e.kuipers@we4ce.eu • www.we4ce.eu |
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ABIBA, a FlowChange Opportunity Project

FLOW OPTIMISATION
WIND TURBINE BLADES
The highest increase in annual yield a wind turbine can obtain is by increasing the rotor diameter. This is
because the increase in wind power follows a mathematical ‘power of 2 law’ based on the diameter.
For existing blade lengths and for the turbines that have already been running for a while, improvement is
also possible by the use of flow changers. The amount of improvement is not to be underestimated and can
bring a lot at least up to 2.5% annual yield.
This article describes the blade enhancement results
from the so-called ABIBA project, which was performed
by 2-B Energy, Delft University of Technology (TU Delft)
and FlowChange. It gives a view of the technical steps
performed and points out results from site enhancement
and the wind tunnel sessions on an airfoil of 40% and 25%
relative thickness with three types of add-on technology.
ABIBA
ABIBA stands for ‘Aerodynamic Blade Improvements and
Boosting by Addons’. ABIBA is made possible by the RVO
funding scheme ‘HER’ (Hernieuwbare Energiesubsidie)
of the Dutch government. The project was performed
from 2016 to 2020.
Flow Measurements On-Site
To make aerodynamic improvements and power
boosting possible, knowledge of the flow conditions
around the blade on-site is needed as a first step. Tuft
measurement is a method that shows the flow around
the blade’s contour under operation. For various
operating conditions this can be done, for example for
different wind speeds, rotor speeds and azimuth

Fig. 1 • Flow measurements on-site for the downwind situation of 2-B
Energy in Eemshaven, the Netherlands

angles. Flow separation is visualised with the use of

Optimisation Tools

tufts and cameras. This information functions as input

The software ‘Xfoil/Rfoil’ is a widely used tool in the

for analytical models. Hence, analytical models are

wind industry for calculating the airfoil’s lift, drag and

fine-tuned empirically. Once properly in place, the

moment coefficients. Suitable information is given

need for on-site measurements is reduced. The result

about the pressure distribution, the transition points

is empirically-adjusted, cost-effective and time-saving

and the flow separation points for angles of attack in

optimisation tools

the range of -20 degrees to +20 degrees. If strong
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decided to concentrate on this blade section by using
vortex generators (VGs). The result was an annual yield
improvement of more than 2.5%!
Vortex Generators
Where 15 years ago only stall regulated wind turbines
were equipped with VGs, nowadays they find their
entrance also more on pitch regulated turbines. VGs
are often used on the inner blade part near maximum
chord. Due to the large angles of attack and due to the
fact that drag is of less concern here, this part of the
blade is suitable to boost the lift with VGs. A VG will
extend the maximum lift angle of attack by an
additional 3 degrees. Although application sensitive,
the improvement measured recently on-site points to
an aerodynamic improvement of 5%.
New 25% Thick Airfoil
Wind tunnel measurements have been initiated by
Fig. 2 • Wind tunnel model with VGs and with TE add-on measured at 57m/s
and 86m/s wind speeds

FlowChange for a 0.8-metre chord model. A high lift

three-dimensional (3D) geometry effects need to be

tripped situation was measured. At negative angles of

known, more likely computational fluid dynamics

attack a low negative lift confirmed one of the design

(CFD) analyses come into place. Unfortunately, CFD

objectives. Two different VG positions have been tested,

analyses are time-consuming.

showing a boost of the maximum lift coefficient to 1.9 at

An alternative and more time-saving method is a so-

a 12-degree angle of attack. Noise measurements showed

called inviscid 3D Panel Method. Within FlowChange,

that tripping the boundary layer (simulating leading-

this method is further developed with the inclusion of

edge, LE, soiling) leads to 4dB more noise. For tripped

an engineering drag model and is especially suitable

boundary layers the use of VGs is recommended for a

for the inboard and tip geometries, thus for rapidly

lift boost and a slight noise reduction (see Figure 3).

alternating geometries.

Furthermore, VGs should not be placed near the

versus drag of 150 in the clean situation and 65 for the

transition point from the noise perspective. Configuration
Downwind Flow Measurements
Leading to Positive Results
Dutch turbine manufacturer 2-B Energy participated
with its turbine running in Eemshaven in the north of
the Netherlands. Since the two-bladed 6MW turbine is
running downwind, the ABIBA project was seen as the
perfect opportunity to visualise the flow around the
blade when passing the tower downwind. The on-site
tuft campaign concluded that attached flow was
present for the mid-span and tip for all operational
conditions. For the inboard part, premature stall was
clearly seen. Hence, after the site measurements it was

Fig. 3 • Wind tunnel noise level measurements (dB(A)) versus configuration
for the 25% new mid-span airfoil
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efficiently than would be possible without the slat.
Hence an LE slat improves the lift over drag.
Market Interest
Relating annual yield boosts of 2.5% to, for example,
a 1MW turbine would give 80 to 100MWh/year earning
benefit. For a bigger 6MW turbine 500 to 600MWh/
year more energy is foreseen, depending of course on
the actual wind conditions. This adds value, especially
if the development can be done without expensive
start-up costs. Due to the relatively low investment
costs related to VGs, a clear case is present for the use
Fig. 4 • The CL/CD ratio (lift coefficient / drag coefficient) of the main
airfoil of 40% relative thickness with VG and with LE slat,
as measured at TU Delft

of VGs as default add-on technology for the inboard
part of the rotor blade. For mid-span locations, VGs in
combination with TE add-ons are recommended for

‘VG Conf B’ (see Figure 3) shows this. Positioning the

off-design situations. Clear potential benefits are seen

VG more towards the LE negatively affects the low

for low density areas, an uprated power setting and

drag bucket but shows a reduction in noise level.

when considering soiled situations or other application
envelopes resulting in angles of attack close to stall.

Trailing-Edge Add-on

The LE slat is an interesting alternative as an enhanced

Four different designs of trailing-edge (TE) add-ons

lift over drag device. The actual yield improvement with

were measured for airfoil characteristics and noise

investment costs will decide a market position for this.

levels. The addons were applied in combination with
VGs. Wind speeds of 57m/s and 86m/s were used,
matching Reynolds numbers of 3 million and 4.5
million. The use of TE add-on technology reduced the
noise by 3 to 8dB. During the wind tunnel sessions the
influence of the serration’s stiffness on the noise level
and on the airfoil characteristics was clearly noticed. A
certain flexibility is recommended for not affecting the
airfoil characteristics and not influencing the turbine’s
loads negatively.
Leading-Edge Slat
The Wind Energy Research Group at TU Delft, under
the supervision of Dr Axelle Viré, performed CFD and
wind tunnel experiments on an LE slat with the use of
VGs. The experiments were performed on an airfoil of
40% relative thickness. Due to the presence of the slat,
the suction peak over the main airfoil was lowered,
which reduces the severity of the adverse pressure
gradient and lessens the chance of flow separation. By
delaying the flow separation over the main airfoil, the
main airfoil can operate at higher angles of attack more
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By Edo Kuipers, We4Ce, the Netherlands, December 2018
With more than 20 years of experience in blade design, Edo Kuipers is one of
the founders and co-owners of We4Ce. His main responsibility is running the
engineering department from the aerodynamic rotor blade design, structural
design, up to accomplishing the certification documentation. His special interest
is the application of the in-house developed bushing connection in many wind
turbine blades as connection technology between the rotor blade and the turbine.
Edo studied Aeronautical Engineering in the Netherlands and holds a BEng degree.
| e.kuipers@we4ce.eu • www.we4ce.eu |
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Using Polyester Resins in Rotor Blades

A COST REDUCTION
OPPORTUNITY?
A case study performed within We4Ce shows a blade cost reduction opportunity for polyester resins in rotor
blades. However, will this cost reduction for the blade also lead to a lower cost of energy?

Fig. 1 • Weight distribution for the default blade design

Fig. 2 • Cost distribution for the default glass blade design with epoxy resin

Epoxy

system and the resin system is not the cheapest

Many of the present blade designs use glass fibres or

available. The cost for epoxy resins is about € 4/kg.

carbon fibres embedded in an epoxy resin system.

Noting that one third of a rotor blade weight consists

Epoxy is a high-performance resin with a low viscosity

of resin (see Figure 1), this means that the resin system

suitable for the resin infusion moulding system. This

has a big footprint in the final bill of materials (BOM)

is a vacuum closed moulding technique implemented

price and the blade price. In Figure 2, the resin system

and used in most rotor blade manufacturing facilities

accounts for 30% of the costs, the glass fibre of the

in the past 20 years.

main girders (spar caps) 17% and the core materials
(excluding resin absorption) another 17%.

Epoxy has high fatigue properties and is a resin system
capable of surviving the 20–25 year load spectrum.

Polyester

Epoxy has a low shrinkage percentage, which is

To lower the costs of a set of rotor blades, one of the

beneficial for those applications where geometrical

many parameters to look at is alternative resin systems.

tolerances are essential. Further, it is a material that is

In this, polyester or unsaturated polyester, polyurethane

widely accepted when it comes to health, safety and

and vinyl ester are first glance alternatives. Looking at

environmental topics. From a technical performance

costs, polyester is by far the preferred matrix system

point of view, epoxy can therefore be classified as a

to use, having a price level of around € 2/kg. This is

‘tier 1’ resin system with a good track record for the

thus half the price of the epoxy competitor.

last decade of the wind industry.
The mechanical properties or engineering properties
One big disadvantage chases the epoxy system - the cost

of polyester resins are lower compared with those of

level. Epoxy requires process tooling including a heating

epoxy, the styrene emission is worrying and shrinkage
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is high(er). However, some of the drawbacks seem to

Modular Root

have been overcome or will be mitigated in the future

Features that are important for the blade root of a wind

with ongoing developments.

turbine blade are stiffness, form geometric tolerance
and cost. The use of a polyester resin in a modular root

Trend Towards Longer Blades

(see Figure 3 and 4) for cutting costs seems feasible

With the trend towards longer rotor blades together

when considering the high shrinkage percentage in the

with a demand for a fast time to market when launching

tooling of the root manufacturing and adopting the

a new product, the use of polyester might become more

proper design and testing methodology for the interface

attractive again (at least for certain parts) or is even

with the rest of the blade.

already considered the way to go. This is supported by
dropping power densities of the on-shore turbines due

Case Study

to lower wind class regimes, and also by the expected

A case study performed with the engineering properties

need for a higher capacity factor (more full load hours)

given by One Shot Blade manufacturer Cartflow showed

offshore. The relative long rotor blade designs are

that transforming an epoxy blade into a polyester one

generally strain or stiffness driven instead of strength

gives a potential 20% material cost price (BOM) reduction

limited. This is due to tip to tower distance constraints,

(see Figure 5).

constraints for pre-bend, as well as constraints for
pitch moment loading. The outboard part of the rotor

As an example, for the Chinese market, assuming the

blade will often be less critically loaded, which opens

2.5MW We4Ce 59.5m rotor blade, this would mean a cost

doors to a lower grade and more cost-effective resin

saving for the blade manufacturer of around € 25,000

system for that blade part, at least for the shell structure.

per set.

Split Joint

For the 3.xMW rotor blade of We4Ce, a gain of towards

The interest in applying a different resin system, for

€ 40,000 can be accounted for, while an 8MW rotor

example for the outboard part of the rotor blade, is

blade will achieve a benefit of nearly € 60,000 per set

amplified with upcoming split-joint or modular rotor

of three blades.

blade solutions coming from, for example, Nabrawind
and We4Ce.

By adopting the lower engineering properties of
polyester, if a complete blade is to be produced out of

The use of polyester as an alternative resin system or

polyester it is important to consider that the blade

parallel resin system will lead to lower capex costs

mass and the blade mass moment will increase by

since mould heating is strictly speaking not required.

about 10%.

Fig. 3 • Root connection technology, We4Ce

Fig. 4 • Example of a prefab modular blade root solution shown here
in M20 size
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Due to the mass moment increase of the blade, an

For wind turbines that have already been on the market

increase in cost of energy (COE) is expected if the

for a while and for which it has been shown that design

turbine is still in the development stage, as main turbine

margins are still in place, or for wind turbines that

components like the drive train and tower could require

lower their COE by concentrating on the serial

additional reinforcement.

purchase of components, a full polyester blade can
certainly lead to a further lowering of the COE.

This raises therefore the question of whether it would
be beneficial to use polyester for a complete blade design

Carbon Girders

and rather suggests the use of polyester for sub-parts.

Then, as everyone could also imagine, the same story
and discussion can be held for the use of higher

For existing wind turbine platforms having enough

qualified materials, like carbon, in rotor blades. The use

design reserve margin (a so-called oversized turbine),

of carbon will lead, among other things, to a lower

the change towards a heavier but cheaper blade would

mass moment, but it will also lead to a much higher

lead to a lower COE, simply made possible by consuming

blade price. The final COE will, however, be potentially

the turbine margins left.

lower.

Opportunities
For new wind turbine platforms the use of polyester in
rotor blades is of interest for a fast(er) time to market,
a reduction of the capex, or for adaptive blade lengths
using, for example, modular blade tips to reach several
rotor diameters (blade families) for limiting turbine
oversizing. Also, a modular blade root seems feasible.
In the case of the latter, part of the blade design can be
equipped with polyester for lowering costs without
mass moment disadvantages.
A full polyester rotor blade being used in the design
process of a new wind turbine platform can lead to an
unacceptable increase in the mass moment, leading to
a lower cost price for the blade manufacturer, although
not by definition leading to a lower COE for the end
customer.

Fig. 5 • Part of the We4Ce team
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